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On March 22, 2013, the forum themed ‘My China Dream’ was held in headquarters of the Central Committee of Communist Youth League of China. Youth representatives from all walks of life took part in the forum. Qin Yizhi, first secretary of the Secretariat of the Central Committee of Communist Youth League presented and addressed the meeting.

During the forum, 12 youth representatives form different sectors, in combination with their own circumstances, introduced their thoughts and feelings on learning the addresses made by President Xi Jinping on “China Dream”. After their introduction, Qin Yizhi addressed the forum. Qin Yizhi pointed out that the China Dream is the dream of the whole nation as well as of every Chinese people, especially the youth. Only by integrating personal dream with the “China Dream”, can one fulfill his dreams. That is to say, the happiness of ordinary people is based on the prosperity and well-being of the country and the Chinese nation. In any era, youth are always the most ambitious group. Weather or not can youth realize their dreams, depends on weather their personal dreams are in conformity with the development trend of the times and interests of the country. Therefore, every Chinese youth should combine their personal dream with the cause of building China into a moderately prosperous society in an all-round way, accelerating the drive of socialist modernization and realizing the national rejuvenation. Meanwhile, in the process of realizing their own dream, one should also try their best to help other people fulfill their dreams, thus converging numerous small dreams into the great dream. Qin Yizhi also said that good mental status is as important as route selection to the fulfilling of ambitious dreams. The fulfilling of “China Dream” calls for vigorous mental spirit, especially the hard work of youth. The highest eminence is to be gained step by step. Youth should make every effort to study and work, thus making more contributions to the realization of “China Dream” on their ordinary posts.
With the approaching of Chinese lunar new year, in order to show hospitality and extend appreciation to migrant youth workers in all sectors of Beijing, All-China Youth Federation and the Central Committee of Communist Youth League of China (CCCYLC) organized a gala performance in Tianqiao Theater of Beijing on January 28, 2013.

Over 1,200 migrant young workers from different industries such as machinery manufacturing, construction, housekeeping services and security safeguarding watched the gala together. Their hometowns located in 18 provinces and regions, such as Inner Mongolia, Anhui Province and Heilongjiang Province. The performances were mainly contributed by committee members of All-China Youth Federation working in the circle of art and performance as well as many other famous top artists. The audiences were moved by the performance and thunderous applauses broke out now and again. To extend their best regards, All-China Youth Federation and CYLC prepared presents for every migrant young worker presented.

“I am always engaged in my work in the construction sites and life in spare time is very simple. I have participated in the constructions of many mansions, but never thought that one day I can sit here watching so many super stars performing on spot. It is just like in dream”, said Bai Shibo, who comes from Shaanxi Province.

“I am always busy with serving the customers and feel excited when I see some celebrities coming to the restaurant. It is beyond my expectation that there are so many top artists performing for us. I will share my pleasure with my parents and friends”, said Zhang Yingwu, who works in a restaurant.

During the winter holiday, the Central Committee of Communist Youth League of China (CCCYLC) and All-China Students Federation jointly initiated the “Clear Your Plate” campaign.

“Clear Your Plate” campaign aims to eliminate food waste—eat all the food in your plate or bring the leftover for next meal. The event was designed to call on students all over the country to cherish food and eliminate food waste.

With the aid of new media, the activity attracted the attention and participation of students since its beginning. From January 23 to February 19, some 300,000 students followed the initiation themed “Clear Your Plate during the Vocation”. In the cyber space, there were 2,090,000 comments under the topic “Clear Your Plate during the Vocation” and 290,000 network users labeled themselves “the medal of clearing your plate”, expressing their support for food conserving. In addition, students participating in the campaign uploaded more than 3,000 pictures showing their “plates”. Most of these photos were taken at home or in the restaurants, showing the emptied plates or the contrast between before and after meals.

In addition to online mobilization, the organizers also introduced the event into universities and schools via forms like voluntary service, encouraging students to join the campaign. Students expressed that the activity embodied the traditional Chinese virtues, such as frugality, respecting labor and appreciating happiness. The event is also helpful to conserve resources and ease the economic burden of the country.

It was reported that from April, CCCYLC and All-China Students Federation will continue to hold the thematic event “Clear Your Plate” among university and middle school students so as to carry forward the traditional Chinese virtues and the custom of thrift.
From 20 to 22, March 2013, training for psychotherapists of the south-western region conducted by “12355 Agency”, the comprehensive service platform for youth, was held in Kunming, capital of Yunnan Province. 66 psychotherapists, mainly from Chongqing, Sichuan, Guizhou, Yunnan, Guangxi and Hainan, took part in the training.

The training was co-organized by the Central Committee of Communist Youth League of China and Committee of Clinical and Counseling Psychology of Chinese Psychological Society, aiming to raise the capability of local platforms serving youth. Chinese Psychological Society entrusted many senior experts and professors to give lectures and the trainees were entitled the corresponding certificates by the Society. By the end of this training, totally 368 psychotherapists recommended by 163 local platforms from 31 provinces and municipalities have received professional training.

Sponsored by Communist Youth Leagues at all levels and working via the channels of the 12355 hotline, mailboxes and so on, the “12355 Agency” is a platform offering counseling service and practical help to youth. The job of “12355 Agency” covers education, employment and entrepreneurship, physical and mental health, trouble relieving and juvenile delinquency prevention.

On January 16, 2013, the awards presentation ceremony and forum for “Wonderful China” National Contest of University Students’ Photography and Micro-film Making were held in Shanghai Jiaotong University. 45 sets of photographs and 30 micro-films were awarded. Among which the “Scene of the Mountain Peak” created by Ciren Danda of China University of Geosciences was awarded the highest prize, and the documentary film “Nan Yin Meng” proposed by Shanghai Jiaotong University and 10 other films were awarded the prize of “best film”.

Since the launching of this contest in July 2012, millions of students from more than 700 universities all over the country participated in it and over 5,5000 photographs and over 2,000 micro-films were contributed. The works displayed the “wonderful China” in the eyes of university students in a diversified but centralized way.

In the award presentation ceremony, the emerging micro-film makers support program was launched. A number of young micro-film makers, including some award-winners, became the first group contract signers. Catering to the demands of the new-media era and the features of mobile terminals, these emerging film-makers will provide audiences with more diversified and down to earth works by raising the quality and artistic value of micro-films.
On March 21, 2013, the 4th China-Europe Symposium on Youth Work Development was held in Beijing. This forum was one of the subsequent activities of the EU-China Year of Youth and was co-organized by All-China Youth Federation and European Youth Forum. Youth representatives invited by both organizations discussed and exchanged ideas over the theme “Communication Strategies of Youth Organization in We-media Age” respectively in Beijing, Hunan and Shanghai. 15 European youth representatives from various youth Organizations headed by Vice President of European Youth Forum Guoda Iomanait took part in the forum.

Working on the topic of how to carry out youth work effectively in the circumstances of new media and taking into consideration the influence of speech freedom, cyber democracy and political movement, delegates from both China and Europe made thorough discussion and reached general consensus. Both sides agreed that it was very important to design the objectives, strategies and plans of new media related issues for youth organizations based on the principle of respecting the differences of different youth organizations. Both sides argued that they should make the most of the new tools and technological methods provided by new media to promote youth work development and eliminate the linguistic gaps between new media of both sides. It was also agreed that both sides should post the site links of the other side on their own websites and related new media platforms should be set up for youth workers and youth organizations from both China and Europe to exchange ideas.
On March 20, 2013, the “Project of Ten Philanthropic Acts for Youth” carried out by the Tianjin Youth Development Foundation—a foundation affiliated to the Tianjin Municipal Committee of Communist Youth League of China—was launched.

Taking the theme of “warming all the children with sunshine”, Tianjin Municipal Committee of Communist Youth League of China is determined to finish ten philanthropic acts for youth this year, which includes setting up the Caring Eyes Foundation; establishing at least one charity goods warehouse of over 2,000 square meters in each district or county; offering free physical examination for the family members of migrant young workers; offering city tour to children of the poor, the disabled or migrant workers; founding the entrepreneurship supporting foundation for disabled youth with the initial investment of at least 1 million yuan; establishing 10 hope project schools; setting up mobile libraries; handing out Xinhua Dictionary to the children of migrant workers; conducting the dream action for the impoverished students; establishing art education bases for poor teenagers. By the above measures, Tianjin Municipal Committee of Communist Youth League of China will do its utmost to help the impoverished youth enjoy the warm love and grow healthily.

On January 30, the Juvenile Job Committee of Shandong released the cartoon image of Shandong young pioneers named “Qiqi” and “Lulu”.

The names “Qiqi” and “Lulu” was taken from the alternative name of Shandong Province—“Qilu” and are therefore of distinctive regional feature. Featuring simple and attractive designing, the cartoon images are fashionable and popular among children. The red clothes of “Qiqi” symbolizes the glorious revolutionary tradition of Shandong and the ripple images on the clothes embody the Yellow River which flows into the sea in Shandong. The blue clothes of “Lulu” stand for the ocean closely releated to Shandong development and the images of ancient bamboo slips mark Confucianism, a school of philosophy originated from Shandong. The clothes of “Qiqi” and “Lulu” in combine show the integration of traditions like the red culture, Yellow river civilization and Confucian philosophy with the modern marine culture. The racing posture with open arms of “Qiqi” and “Lulu” show the open-minded, hospitable, lovely and active mental status of Shandong children.
Since last winter, taking advantage of the winter leisure when migrant workers back home, communist youth leagues at all levels of Xinjiang organized vocational training among rural youth of the region. In order to accelerate the transformation process of rural labor force into skilled workers and enhance their capability of making contribution to the development of socialist new countryside, experts were invited to offer training on practical skills such as planting, breeding, electro-welding, electric appliance maintenance, embroidery, mason skills and general working knowledge.

In addition to offering training courses, communist youth leagues in some cities, in cooperation with related departments and institutions, founded vocational schools. These vocational schools often organize recreational and sports activities and factory visits, help rural youth to raise their awareness of learning and using science and technology, and encourage rural youth start their own business, to enhance the development of various industries via technology and science and boost their income.

By February 26, 50 cities and counties have unfolded their winter vocational training program and the program will last to the spring ploughing season. After the training, the trainees will back to their posts.

There was a “158 Lei Feng Service Station” in the railway station of Nanjing, Jiangsu Province. Four generations of passenger clerks, totally 127 volunteers have been worked here and they have offered service of more than 400,000 person times, carrying forward the spirit of Lei Feng with their all-out contribution. The old, weak, sick, crippled and pregnant passengers enjoy the priority in receiving their help. The service of the “158 Lei Feng Service Station” includes carrying luggage, driving wheel chair, bearing stretchers and with its considerate service, the service station have a good reputation among the passengers. The pronunciation of “158” in Chinese is quite similar with “yi wu bang”, which means” to help others voluntarily”.

The contribution of the “158 Lei Feng Service Station” has deeply moved the passengers and therefore passengers also expressed their appreciation in different means. On February 14, a new couple, Tian Dengfeng and Zhou Hua, both blind, came all the way to share their wedding candies with the volunteers. “The volunteers offered us so much help that they are just like our relevants, therefore we have to be here to share our delights with them”, said them.

The Nanjing railway station started its operation 45 years ago. Since its establishment, the founder of “158 Lei Feng Service Station” Li Huijuan had been carrying forward the spirit of Lei Feng with voluntary service. Since then, the station has been in constant development with the improvement of the 158 service. Now, with its official micro-blog, the “158 Lei Feng Service Station” can exchange information constantly with 157 railway stations and 482 frequencies of trains, forming its continuous service mechanism. No matter passengers are coming from other cities to Nanjing or departing from Nanjing to other cities, the “158 Lei Feng Service Station” can share information with other railway stations and trains instantly, thus extending its services and aid to other cities.

The positive influence of “158 Lei Feng Service Station” is being carried forward among people in all walks of life.
On March 5, 1963, Chairman Mao called on people of the whole country to learn from Comrade Lei Feng. Since then, the image of Lei Feng—a young man in cotton cap with a long-barrel gun in his arms—has became well-known in China. 50 years later, on the first session of the 12th National People’s Congress, the then Premier Wen Jiabao mentioned in his report on the work of the government that “We should greatly increase education in public morality, professional ethics, family virtues, and personal integrity”. How to understand and inherit the spirit of Lei Feng? What can we learn from it?

Make the Image of Lei Feng More Lovely

Recently, a cartoon image with cotton cap, black eyeshades, white shirt, green trousers and red cloak often appeared in various online communities, QQ discussion or micro-blogs. It was Lei Feng Man. “It was designed for inheriting the spirit of Lei Feng and spreading the positive energy”, said He Wenlong, image designer of Lei Feng Man and professor of Changsha Normal University.

As soon as its appearance, Lei Feng Man drew the attention and interest of youth and it appeared frequently in QQ messages, cartoons and posters. Lei Feng Man is special as it integrates the spirit of Lei Feng with heroism. Its image, movements and stories are interesting as well as encouraging, which is in compliance with the call of the times. Many young people love it so much.

The wide application of new media is another highlight in various voluntary service organized by communist youth leagues at all levels with the aim of inheriting the spirit of Lei Feng. Since February 22, the official micro-blogs of Chinese Young Volunteers Association and all the provincial young
Volunteers associations has been posting volunteer role-models everyday, spreading the spirits of Lei Feng and voluntary service. These micro-blogs also launched various discussions. Statistics show that at least 3.6 million pieces of micro-blogs related with voluntary service have been posted.

Meanwhile, in order to call on young people to disseminate the deeds of volunteers, communist youth leagues of Hebei, Shanxi, Jilin, Anhui and other provinces organized a series of activities, such as themed micro-blog discussion, photo maker exhibition and contest of micro-blog texts, photos and videos. While Sichuan Provincial Committee of Communist Youth League of China, taking advantage of the official website of “helping the children of migrant workers realize their dreams”, helped 10,000 children of migrant workers fulfill their dreams and established long-term pairing relationships between them and their benefactors.

Do Good No Matter How Small It Is

On March 4, 2013, Yueliang Jiejie, hostess of Children’s Channel of China Central Television, came to Fenghua Aixin Hope Primary School to take part in the voluntary service activity of helping the children of migrant workers. “Each time when I finished my voluntary service I would feel fulfilled. Voluntary service can purify our heart and soul. I hope more and more people can join us to help those in need so that the most valuable truth, beauty and goodness can be passed on from generation to generation”, said her.

“People should learn to be thankful to others and love whatever they do, just like Lei Feng. Thanks to the encouragement of Lei Feng spirit, I become more and more confident with what I do”, said Zhuang Shihua, director of Hospital Xinjiang Armed Police Corps when he was interviewed by www.youth.cn on “my China Dream” on March 3.

Diversified activities have been staged by various youth organizations. For instance, the Tieshua Racing Club organized the long-distance cycling from Beijing to Yixian, Hebei Province, delivering love and warmth to impoverished students in Hebei.

Members and staff of communist youth leagues also vied in participating in the discussion on “the spirit of Lei Feng in modern times”. They argued that in an era
which witnesses the rapid development of the internet, youth organizations should make the most of new media to enhance the development of voluntary service in daily life, encouraging youth to practice the spirit of Lei Feng from doing whatever they can. As soon as the atmosphere of helping others is formed, the voluntary spirit of Lei Feng will take roots in our heart.

**Turn the Spirit of Lei Feng into an Life Attitude**

On March 4, 2013, the 9th awarding ceremony of excellent young volunteers and symposium on learning from Lei Feng was held. Lu Hao, the then first secretary of secretariat of the Central Committee of Communist Youth League of China said that one of the merits of the spirit of Lei Feng was that he always bore others, the organization he belonged to and the whole society in his mind. “Young volunteers should become the pioneers of practicing the spirit of Lei Feng by doing well in every detail of voluntary service and uphold the valuable traditional virtues of the Chinese nation by practicing”, said Lu Hao.

Spreading the spirit of Lei Feng was also one of the focal points during the National People’s Congress and Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference. “Everyone can become Lei Feng of the new era by doing from themselves—helping others, being concentrated on his/her job, and making contributions to the country”, said Dong Dong, deputy to the National People’s Congress and champion of trampoline competition of London Olympics.

“The spirit of Lei Feng should be practiced in daily chores. In my opinion, as the staff of communist youth league, the spirit of Lei Feng means to be loyal to my duty, do my best to serve young people, help others and release positive energy”, Pan Muyao, staff of Yibin Municipal Committee of Communist Youth League of China, expressed similar ideas.

On March 1, 2013, Guo Meijian, Vice President of China Young Volunteers Association, said on a microblog interview that starting from organizing various activities, the continuous pairing mechanism of volunteering service should be improved, the number of volunteers should be boosted and activity bases like the “Lei Feng service station” should be established. A normalized operation model integrating programs, talents, mechanism with organizations should be gradually formed, thus strengthening the social function of voluntary service programs.
The “China Dream” of Young Aerospace Talents

Recently, Jiang Qingfu of China Aerospace Science & Industry Corp. was awarded the May 4th Youth Medal, the highest prize for young people granted by the Central Committee of Communist Youth League of China.

Jiang Qingfu—34 years old—is the chief designer of microwave radar, one of the pivotal devices for realizing the space docking between aircrafts. In his 13-person team for microwave radar development, he ranks the oldest except the general designer. In China Aerospace Science & Industry Corp., there are 65,718 people aged below 35, which accounts for more than 50% of its staff. Meanwhile, youth accounts for 61% among posts above deputy-chief designers and 70% to 80% in teams of major tasks, such as missile launching tests, National Day parade and smart city construction. Young people are playing a connecting role in the aerospace industry of China—the post-70s generation have been the leaders in terms of R&D and manufacturing and the post-80s have become the core team members.

China Aerospace Science & Industry Corp. is the hard core of the national defense industry of China and the leading corporation in the missile industry. “Young people have gradually become the major driving force of the aerospace industry of China. They are capable of shouldering the burdens of their predecessors. Attaching importance to youth complies with the development rules of history”, said Xu Dazhe, general manager of China Aerospace Science & Industry Corp.

In China Aerospace Science & Industry Corp., there are 4,769 youth commandos. Most of them work at the front-lines where the tasks are urgent, difficult, dangerous, important and challenging.

Aerospace industry allows no perfunctory behaviors. Yu Huanan is the chief designer of
high-precision accelerometers of Shenzhou-8 and Shenzhou-9 spacecrafts. Under his leadership, his team, which was of the average age of below 30, developed the most advanced spacecraft core component in the world. “No country is willing to sell us the core technologies of spacecraft manufacturing, so we have to develop them on ourselves”, said Yu Huanan. In order to overcome the technological obstacles, Yu and his team worked for three successive years and gave up nearly all their holidays and weekends. They understand clearly that their aerospace dream calls for diligent work. He who would climb the ladder must begin at the bottom. They work and study diligently on their own posts, contributing bit by bit to the fulfilling of “China Dream”.

In the manufacturing workshop, skilled workers bring their talents into full play. Cao Yansheng, 28-year-old, has now become a senior technician. Originally, it usually took 10 to 20 years to be granted the professional title of technician or senior technician. While in the factory he works in, it takes only several years for some excellent workers to be granted this title. “It makes us feel that the future is bright enough—as long as you are excellent in your job.” More and more young people are promoted exceptionally due to their outstanding contribution.

In industries like the aerospace industry where high level talents abound sometimes the happiness of obtaining achievements is viewed more important than money. “Young people are thirsty for personal development. Compared with income, we attach more importance on the chance of future development. From this perspective, China Aerospace Science & Industry Corp. is an ideal stage for us to work and develop”, said Jiang Qingfu. Youth is the most aspiring group in the society. The fulfilling of their ambitions depends on the conformity with the development trend of the times and the integrity of personal future with the destiny of the country. The aerospace youth integrate their dreams with the great cause of development of the aerospace industry and rejuvenation of the Chinese nation, and in the process of realizing their dreams, they also promote the fulfilling of dreams of the industry and the nation, thus converging the “small dreams” into the “China Dream”.
On January 29, a breeder with no arms is checking the health of the newly birth pigs with his colleagues in the Can’ao Breeding Farm of Shenyang, Liaoning Province. He is Gong Baoren. Gong once took part in three sessions of paralympic games, won two gold and two silver medals, broke three world records, being named “armless frog king” by the International Paralympic Committee. In 1996, when he took part in the paralympic games for the first time, Gong won the gold medal of SB7 100-meter breaststroke and broke the then world record. In 2007, Gong ended his athletic career.

After his retirement, Gong and his fellow athletes once tried to find a job. Then, after serious consideration, he decided to start his own business, while offering jobs to other retired athletes.

In August 2007, a small restaurant named “Jinhong” was opened nearby Liaoning University. The founders of this restaurant were Gong and three other retired paralympic athletes. But only one month since the opening, it had suffered a loss of 30,000 yuan. As a result, Gong closed his restaurant. After that, he decided to run a pig farm.

In August 2008, relying on all his competition bonus and in cooperation with other retired athletes, Gong established his farm—a farm with the annual capacity of raising 1,000 dogs. The breeding farm can offer job posts for more than 10 disabled people and was named Can’ao (the homophone of paralympic games in Chinese).

At the beginning of his entrepreneurship, his wife was strongly against his project. Only after the farm was established, did she gradually change her attitude.

Pig breeding is not an easy job. Gong managed to pick up the living and production skills with his legs and foots, such as stirring forage and sawing wood.
He could even lift the forage bags weighted 10 kilograms with his foot. However, running into the financial crisis, the business failed in the first year, with a loss of 600 yuan on each pig. The fixed cost of the farm is 200,000 yuan annually. To maintain the operation of the farm, Gong sold his yard in Qingyuan County and even the jewelry he gave his wife when getting married. In 2010, the meat price rebounded, and he earned more than 200,000 yuan that year.

Gong Baoren shared his experience and skills free of charge with other disabled people. He set aside special areas in his farm for teaching disabled people and their relatives the skill of feeding pig. Now more than 20 trainees have established their own farms. Some are even larger than Can’ao.

Gong Baoren plans to double the size of his farm this year. Currently, there are 12 disabled workers and their relatives working in his farm, and the number will grow to more than 20 in the future.

Gong Baoren is confident with his business and believes he would go further in the future.
On February 16, Guangdong Young Photographers Association organized activities of taking photos for rural families.

On March 1, volunteers of “Zhang Zhe Volunteers Team” of Beijing Customs are taking activities with students of Beijing Hongshan Migrant Children School.

On January 16, volunteers from Guiyang College of Traditional Chinese Medicine and Guizhou Vocational Technology Institute were offering healthcare service to residents of An’shun County of Guizhou Province.

On January 24, volunteers were playing games with pupils of He’ai Primary School of Jiangjin District of Chongqin.
International Exchange

On January 8, members of the IVY Council delegation were learning about traditional Chinese culture.

On March 23, the Brunei youth delegation headed by deputy bureau-chief of the Bureau of Youth and Sports of the Ministry of Culture, Youth and Sports of Brunei were visiting the Community Youth Club of East Huashi of Beijing.

On March 11, Sri Lanka youth delegation visited Beijing Electronic Science and Technology Institute.

On January 29, members of Cambodia youth delegation were taking photos with athletes of artistic gymnastics of Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region.